ABSTRACT:
The study deals with theoretical and historical reflection on the game principle alea and discusses the current trends in applying this game principle in the virtual reality. The key theoretical framework of the text is the typology of game principles by the French sociologist R. Caillois as well as works by other authors who deal with ludological principles. The essence of the theoretical reflection is examining historical development of the above-mentioned game principle and contemplating the use of key features of the principle in the present-day virtual reality, particularly in digital games. The author focuses mainly on the current digital games working with the alea principle; mainly on online games of chance and their alternatives. The terminological axis is based on the terms "virtual reality", "game", "digital game", "game principles" and the "alea principle". The key objective of this study is to clarify the current understanding of alea on the basis of logical analysis, i.e. to point out its evident occurrence in the media environment, more specifically in the dimension of digital games. The author mentions various metamorphoses of the game principle alea, taking into consideration the historical background of media evolution. The ambition of the text is not only to understand and interpret the examined reality, but mainly to specify how the alea principle interacts with the environment of virtual reality and digital games. The study works with an assumption that the analysed game principle alea has been present in the human society since the times of the Ancient Rome – its occurrence in today’s social and/or individual games experienced in the everyday reality is evident. The author also presumes that R. Caillois’s theoretical postulates are still timely and widely usable – also in new contexts such as the present-day media reality of digital games.
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Introduction
Primary physiological needs are the basic needs of every human being. The need for safety, love and appreciation may be considered secondary, but is equally important. Finally, the need for self-realisation is one of the social needs expressing the fact that for humans, creation is a necessity. However, self-realisation should not be interpreted only as a career growth or an exact work procedure. An individual is capable of creating in all areas of life including spare (leisure) time. The process of game can be thus unambiguously classified as one of the areas of interest here. Game represents an important inhomogeneous activity in man’s life; its function...
is not only bound to entertainment, but it can be considered as one of the methods of learning as well as of applying and demonstrating one’s experience, social status and feelings. It is an obvious opportunity to develop a certain kind of self-realisation. Games, and even more importantly the realities (socio-cultural, virtual) in which they take place, should not be underestimated and overlooked in terms of scholarly discourse. Their “hierarchy of importance” cannot be differentiated even by their varied rules or non-uniform essence. It does not matter whether we speak about a game with or without rules, or about a game in which an individual realises himself/herself through competing against other individuals, about a game that includes a transformation of identity, about a group of games having their foundation in ‘afrentinam’ experience, or last but not least about gambling games, i.e. games of chance. In the all above-mentioned cases, a game is a phenomenon with an added value. It is not just a product of aimless entertainment. It fulfils an easily noticeable cultural function, and long time ago it has acquired a sacral character that has been transformed into the present-day virtual reality in many different forms.

The author’s attention is focused on the game principle ailea which belongs to the fundamental typology of game principles defined by the French literary critic, philosopher and sociologist R. Caillois. It is a somehow paradox principle, within which the player himself has little to no influence on the game’s outcome – despite this fact the process of self-realisation is still quite significant here. The occurrence of the discussed game principle can be clearly identified already in social life and culture of the Ancient Rome. In this historical period, games based on the ‘gambling’ principle appeared, at least at the first sight, in different forms, but with identical essence and in high frequency. The aim of our theoretical reflection is to point out various parallels and connections between the game principle ailea in the Ancient Roman society and in today’s virtual reality.

Defining Terminology – “Game”, “Virtual Reality”, “Game Principle Ailea”

The sphere of games was studied and discussed by different authors (J. Huizinga, R. Caillois and others) in the first half of the 20th century, i.e. much earlier before digital games, in their present form we can experience nowadays, came into being. Back then, a game was used to be perceived only as a part of common socio-cultural reality. Despite this fact various game forms have later projected themselves – in almost unchanged forms – into the virtual reality that has popularised this phenomenon even more. This statement can be applied in the area of game principles as well. R. Caillois categorised his typology of game principles in a certain, unique socio-cultural framework of the 1950s. At present, the digital dimension has formed a brand new communication sphere, an equally important competitor of the ‘ordinary’ reality. However, the four game principles (including ailea) have found their use and field of activity even in this virtually different environment. J. Huizinga’s definition of games returns to the idea that a game is one of our individual needs, but does not classify it to be a primary human need. He rather claims that a game, exactly in its most elementary form, is something more than a purely physiological phenomenon or just a physiologically determined psychological reaction. A game represents to him something more than a simple biological or physical activity. A game has, according to him, a meaningful function and its aim is not only the manifestation of a primary self-preservation instinct. A game can be considered as the most natural and the strongest activity in the life of an individual, the activity through which all individuals express their own perceptions of reality and thus adopt a certain attitude – not only to the world, but mainly to to itself. A. Koltaiova describes fundamental attributes of a game, stating that a game is a “breeding ground” for a number of manifestations – such as preparing for adult life or improving one’s sensory and motor functions. It may even serve entirely different purposes. The author also mentions other, but less significant characteristics of games, e.g. the meaning of a game as such since a game cannot be understood as a meaningful activity aiming only to entertain. Every game is characterised by its ‘activating’ nature and contains elements of repetition and ritualisation. A. Koltaiova adds that a game is an environment, in which an individual deals with the real world in a different reality.3

Respecting this context, we can speak about the individually perceived socio-cultural reality or about the virtual reality (as has been said, the virtual reality is the one we aim to further discuss here). We, however, believe that the most universal determination of a game is tied to the definition of its meaning from R. Caillois’s point of view. He claims that a game activity is a free activity, in which taking active part is never a result of coercive measures. If the opposite was true, a game would lose its entertaining nature and would automatically cease to satisfy individual players. A game is, from his perspective, an unusual activity that is not essential in terms of the daily experienced reality, but is rather an added activity taking place within the ordinary life. It always occurs within exactly specified time and space. As for the studied principle ailea, the idea that a game is an uncertain activity is definitely valid. It is extremely difficult to foresee any game’s future projects, but in case of games based on the ailea principle it is also hard or rather quite impossible to predict their outcome. Attributes such as unproductive, bound by certain rules or fictional can be considered as negative factors of a game. In spite of this, games have another prominent positive aspect; they function as a means of defining our ‘self’. They allow us to acquire knowledge about our ‘mass’ nature or about the ways in which we differ from other individuals; it evokes the possibility of free will. A game is and always has been a firm (and in many cases) also everyday part of the socio-cultural reality. With the emergence of a new, virtual form of reality, a game has changed its outward structure; however, its internal character has remained identical.

P. Žíčkova sees the virtualreality as a type of interactive simulation, in which the user experiences a physical feeling of being absorbed by a situation defined ad absurdum. In his opinion, this virtual world can accurately simulate the real world. At the same time, it allows the users to create their own virtual conceptions that are very different from the actual shape of real world. S. Galík also states that the virtual reality is clearly different from the real socio-cultural reality. He defines it as unreal, imaginary or fabricated. However, in philosophical understanding even virtual reality is, to some extent, the reality and, vice versa, the reality – as we perceive and interpret it – is, also to a certain extent, virtual. The virtual reality is a term that is often understood in relation with cyberspace. The term cyberspace (cyber-space) was for the first time used by a sci-fi writer William Ford Gibson in his novel Neuromancer in 1984. The etymology of this word indicates that it is a cybernetic space, which is not identical with the three-dimensional physical space. It is as a space that only “simulates real space.” W. F. Gibson defines the term “cyberspace” as a shared fiction which is experienced on a daily basis by billions of individuals of all nations including children. L. Rusúkáova sees cyberspace as an idealised version of virtual reality which is accessible mainly through digital media. Moreover, S. Galík draws attention to the obvious ambiguity of these two terms. He claims that “cyberspace” should be clearly differentiated from the term “virtual reality”. We speak about the virtual reality when we describe something artificial, fabricated or possibly less real. On the contrary, the cyberspace is not apparently unreal (e.g. phoning, skyping). The evident difference between the discussed terms is that virtual reality places emphasis on “reality”, while cyberspace on “space”. Virtual reality includes (in itself) also a space, and that is why we can label it as a superior term. However, these terms do have much in common, at least in certain contexts. Both virtual reality and cyberspace may be understood as an artificial world of fantasy and imagination. Thanks to the existence and use of electronic and digital technology, our perception of time and space is changing as well; both these factors ‘shynchro-

The virtual reality is thus something fictional, a play of dimensions and shapes or imitation of the (ordinary) reality. In general, most theorists have adopted the opinion that cyberspace is a part of virtual reality that balances on the boundaries between reality and fiction. Cyberspace is a term related mainly to the Internet and computers. Despite this generally accepted fact, television and radio can be conceived 'virtual reality' as well. It needs to be mentioned that the Internet and digital media, as they are closely connected to cyberspace, are in some way only successors, i.e. technologically superior versions of the 'older', more 'traditional' means of mass communication (such as television broadcasting accessible through new information channels, devices and multi-media platforms). These 'new' media often integrate all types of traditional media. It is evident that a user 'moving' within cyberspace is, at the same time, a member of media audiences which reside in the virtual reality. Generally speaking, it is a person experiencing two heterogeneous types of realities simultaneously; the already mentioned virtual and also socio-cultural. Cyberspace is a space, in which the user performs certain activities within a reality that is, to great extent, different from the daily experienced (common, ordinary) reality. Such cybernetic environment often induces a strong feeling of 'being real', mostly in the sense of communication via social networks, through the means of the most developed information technologies. Virtual reality, however, offers mainly a space for entirely unreal, fictional, simply imaginary activities. Theorists that discuss this matter place playing digital games among those imagination-based activities, too. Their essence is to offer various options such as representation of the player, being immersed in the story or discovering the chance of winning. The wide spectrum of 'services' offered by digital games is, as we have mentioned above, thoroughly categorised in the typology of game principles.

It has also been stated that R. Caillois is the author of categorisation of four fundamental game principles. These include the agon principle (defined by competition, by aspiring to prevail in a combat or discipline in a game, by strict rules and excelling at certain game areas or features), the minucery principle (simulation of another reality, transformation of environment, creation of different identities and imaginary stories), the dixit/verigo principle (characterised by 'adrenaline' experience, by the emotion of being at risk that is closely related to fear and excitement) and the alea principle based on 'fatalistic attitude' of a player who is not perceived as 'active' in the traditional sense of the word as he/she leaves 'fate of winning' in the 'hands' of the game. Just like agon, it also includes the presence of strict game rules. H. Pravdová states that the variant agon/verigo is called 'playing with the dice' in Latin saying – the dice is cast. She also mentions that the notion of 'being real' is different from the other variants. The author also claims that the 'fatalistic attitude', which constitutes the essence of this game variant, is in sharp contrast to (agon's) persistence, single-mindedness, honest preparation or improvement of individual skills. Participants become passive players who rely on some kind of 'luck in game'. Victory is not achievable by the players themselves or their skills – fate is the 'judge' here, picking the winners and the defeated. Despite so many opposites, there is an attribute that principle alea and principle agon share. Both types of games tend to define very specific game rules for players under identical conditions. R. Caillois, whose work is essential for our study, describes the alea principle as a type of games, in which the outcome does not depend on players. Players have little to no power to influence the outcome (result) of the game. It is not about victory in the sense of defeating opponents, but rather about defeating the 'fate'. Fortune is the ultimate source of victory. The most common examples of 'alea games' in our socio-cultural reality include devices such as cards, dice, spinning top, playing cards, coin flipping, spinning roulette wheels or drawing numbered balls from a container (lottery). The only hope for the players is to experience 'a moment of being lucky'. Those who play typically do not develop any skills in these types of games; they do not mobilise reserves of their dexterity, physical strength or intelligence. It is so called "being on a waiting list." What is important here is the extent of player's daring (the risk). The fact is that players risk everything they bet. 'Alea games' are still games in which players look for justice. The studied game principle shares this feature with the other game variants. The author believes that it is important to bring to attention that R. Caillois specified the game typology during a time period when the virtual reality (as we know it at present) did not exist. The game principle alea has transformed in an almost unchanged form from the original socio-cultural reality to the virtual reality, namely to the cyberspace. In digital games of this type – such as Farkle, online poker, roulette or 'classical' Solitaire – players have no power to influence the outcome of the game (the exception here is, for example, called cheating that still does not guarantee certainty of victory).

The digital dimension, 'mysteriousness' of a game is conditioned by anonymity of the opponents. This factor is entirely eliminated in all real-life gambling games. If we play against an opponent in the reality, we can clearly define who is it; we are able to watch how he/she reacts. Since players are unable to predicate the outcome, but also the process of the game of chance itself, they try to 'fight the fate' in virtual reality as well. It is a game variant supporting players' spirituality; the players tend to rely on a certain (often religious) belief in something/someone specific during the whole process of the game. They believe that 'something' will help them achieve the victory. In certain circumstances, it can be even stated that there is no need for self-realisation in this game variant. However, card games, for example, force players to think logically, to remember the cards used in the game and consequently predict their opponents' tactics, which in the end creates a high probability of victory. We, in this case not fully agreeing with R. Caillois, point to a certain degree of development of logical thinking and memory training. Nonetheless, taking a risk is still a part of 'alea digital games'. It is evident that players risking in the online environment are more relaxed and even may risk more (since it is often, but not always only about virtual, i.e. non-existent money). In 'alea games' in the ordinary reality players do risk, but there is a higher level of caution that is related to the possibility of losing real money.

Before games based on the analysed game principle became popular in the digital dimension, they had appeared in similar forms throughout centuries, even in the times of the Ancient Rome. The Ancient Rome followed a Latin motto "panem et circenses", i.e. "bread and games", which can be considered a metaphorical expression of living in the contemporary consumer society. The principle of "bread and games" is projected to a great extent and in an almost identical form – into today's media production of (mostly) audiovisual entertainment. After all, the worldwide popular book and film series Hunger Games that depicts an anti-utopian vision of the future and represents a kind of hyper-modern form of the former 'Roman' social hierarchy (here called Panem), serves as a specific example of using this metaphor commercially.

Historical Reflection on the Game Principle Alea

The very beginnings of the game principle alea are dated back to the Ancient Rome. It was founded in 753 B.C. when the Roman nation gained control over the territory of Sabines and Latins. Their conflict is, at least in Roman mythology, interpreted as war between the gods of fertility and battle. The Roman Empire copied (and then further developed) a great part of its culture, art (architecture, paintings and sculptures), but also the essence of gladiatorial fights from Etruscans whose homeland of Etruria was located in the area of present Tuscany. According to Livius, Etruscans came from the lands north of the Little Asia. They created the League of the peoples of twelve cities which were led by Lukumons. Women took part in governing of this state as well. Religious beliefs of this nation were based on determination of fate (interpretations of signs). They used different forecasting methods that helped them make decisions in their lives (observing storms and lightning bolts, flight of birds, examining imprints of sacrificed animals). They were able to use the written word in the 7th century B.C. and also a first great group of Etruscan craftsmen. Already during the 5th century B.C. and also we were excellent Etrusksmen, we could speak about the origins of the game principle alea. Its essence was not bound to games of dice or card games.
but rather to one significant concept – “belief in fate.” Fate and good fortune are some of the main characteristics of alea. It could be stated that the belief in forecasting methods and fortune telling as such became the main prerequisite for origins of the analysed game principle.

As we have mentioned above, The Roman Kingdom came into existence in 753 B.C. According to a related legend, Romulus and his brother Remus founded Rome on the seven hills near river Tiber. The period of Kingdom was a period of clearly defined hierarchical structure. The population consisted of Patricians (aristocracy), Plebeians (farmers, craftsmen), Clients (freed slaves), Serfs (free, without property, without rights) and Slaves (not free). The Kingdom was ruled by a king who was advised by the Senate; his decisions were accepted by Curiaate Assembly.20 Development of the game principle alea did not take place in this period.

The origins of the Roman Republic are dated back to 509 B.C. This period could be called a period of democracy, in which conflicts between the poor and the rich were not eliminated. In spite of this we can still speak about partial equalisation of classes of Patricians and Plebeians. Rome’s victory in three Punic Wars against Carthage was a significant event of this period of the realm’s existence. There were also four Macedonian Wars which led to conquering the whole Macedonia (former Greece). Rome became the only and thus leading power in the Mediterranean territory. The end of the Republic in 48 B.C. is related to the murder of Gaius Julius Caesar.21 Various ball games (little flexible balls, ball filled with feathers, big hollow balls, games meant for three people or a kicking game played by a bigger amount of players) flourished during the times of the Republic. The era of the Roman Republic can be considered as the era of wars. The Romans were trying to conquer as much territory as possible. Despite the victories, Roman society was confronted with apparent exhaustion of resources and there was little time for games. ‘Alea games’ were thus not present in two periods of Rome’s existence (the Kingdom, the Republic). The Republic followed Gaius Julius Caesar’s famous declaration “Veni, vidi, vici” – ‘I came, I saw, I conquered’.

The last period of Ancient Roman history was the Roman Empire. It was this period that became “the breeding ground” of flourishing of different types of games. It was established around 40 B.C. and lasted to 400 A.D. The Empire was ruled by a triumvirate, i.e. by three emperors, each of them governing a certain part of the Roman territory – Octavianus Augustus (Italy and the West); Marcus Antonius (Little Asia and Syria) and Marcus Aemilius Lepidus (Africa). Octavianus was the first ruler who created means of communication that enabled him to report the latest news. Roman theatre also developed a culture of propaganda; this propaganda included the gods he worshipped. His portraits were often displayed in public squares and temples. During the times of the Ancient Rome, worshipping a certain god was part of any ruler’s public image. Octavianus identified himself with Apollo, as he considered him the god of order.22

Roman religion was based on metaphysical tendencies as well as on the interest in historical facts. Roman citizens explained all misfortunes as crises, i.e. disagreements between humans and gods. They therefore used the strength of the gods they believed in to achieve an ideal state of matters in the society. These gods included Jupiter (the god of heavens), Mars (the god of war), Diana (the goddess of hunting and the Moon), Venus (the goddess of love and fertility), Saturn (the god of crops), Vulcan (the god of fire and blacksmith crafts), Flora (the goddess of flowers and of the season of spring) and Neptune (the god of the sea).23 The cult of gods was at that time closely related to the cult of the dead. Roman people hoped that a soul of a dead person, once it is freed from the body, takes the form of a god. They also believed that a soul would not be peaceful until there was a proper burial ceremony followed by a burial dinner. The period of mourning ended after eight days.24 J. Huizinga claims that if we speak about sacral, i.e. religious pursuing of happiness and well-being, any holiday in the calendar is circuitous. It is not a coincidence that Roman religious traditions were perceived in the same way as games – bath. In fact, we can even consider them to be specific forms of the apparent playfulness of the ancient Roman society manifests itself in its sacral nature – even though the factor of ‘playful’ portrayals (flowers, picturesque and lively representations) is more apparent in Greek or Chinese literature than in Roman literary works.25 The origins of the game principle area are closely associated with Roman religion. As has been said above, the Roman Empire had copied the ideas of fate and belief from Etruscans. However, while the Etruscans had believed in destiny, the Romans believed in gods. In both cases it was something intangible, invisible, supernatural, non-material. We may clearly identify an ‘alea sign’ here, which means that Roman people did not see themselves as those responsible for the victorious (or unfortunate) ending, but rather relied on ‘higher powers’, namely on fate, gods and good fortune. Marcus Antoninus identified himself with the god Dionysus (in Greek also called Bacchus). Dionysus and the goddess Aphrodite (the Romans used to call her Venus) were both symbols of Hellenistic generous attitude. To celebrate them, they did not organise feasts, but rather so-called Bacchaniata (festivities that included gluttony, sexual orgies and wine-induced violence). One of the most known of these festivals was the extravagan “Lucullan Feast” that satisfied physical cravings, freed from everydayness and strengthened life powers. In fact, all Dionysian cults were strictly controlled rituals. They included various ‘purging’ rituals, reading of religious texts, dancing females devoted to Bacchus as well as unveiling of the big phallus (the reproductive organ of Dionysus) that was supposed to fall on heads of the newly-accepted followers to grant them everlasting bliss. However, instead of rituals, aggressive sexual activities, collective violent outbreaks and criminal acts took place. Dionysus was the god of happiness, intoxication, but also disturbances.26 Similar holiday was Saturnalia, during which nobody worked, taught or fought. Both the free citizens and the slaves had a unique opportunity to devote themselves to feasts, seek entertainment, to go to the theatre, watch gladiators fight or play games. Those were boisterous celebrations, during which lots of people were drunk and drinking. Conceptions were organised. It was these rituals – called religious – that helped gambling games and all games of chance (e.g. game of dice) emerge. During these celebratory days, the slaves were freed temporarily, changing roles with their masters; the masters played servants and obeyed commands of their slaves (they sang and danced for them, showed them obscene body positions). During these days, the slaves could say and do anything without being punished.27 Roman celebrations based on ories thus became a precondition for formation of the game principle alea. All rituals of this kind pointed back to games based on belief in the supernatural. What is more, we can understand them as universally unproductive activities. It is clear that celebrations of god Dionysus were pure entertainment. All people, disregarding their social status, could drink, eat, have a sexual intercourse, punish others, etc. Rituals were means of amusement for all participating individuals. This is exactly how R. Gallois defines one of the key characteristics of the studied game principle. It can be stated that Roman culture clearly created a base for the game principle alea, which is also understood as a gambling activity that aims only to entertain and does not produce any valuable qualities related to everyday human life. Theatre was considered a popular game during Roman times as well. Roman theatres became a space for entertaining performances – mostly during the above-mentioned festivities. The principles of Roman theatrical entertainment related to disguise were adopted from the Etruscans who had not worn masks, but had put on masks on clothes. The theatre quickly became a new form for mass performances; however, it was not domi- nated by eloquence, but rather by gestures and mimics. Women could become actresses as well and the number of actors was not limited. Theatrical performances were organised to celebrate military victories, birthdays of emperors and sanctifying of temples. The audience’s favourite were the story of Troy and its fall, music performances, simulations of famous battles or different live demonstrations, e.g. horse rides and appearances of other animals.28 The Romans did not want to perceive the strength of the stories only through sounds. Their pleasure, amusement was mainly associated with the visual stimuli; they liked to watch somebody being close to death, e.g. getting slapped by a dagger, bleeding and eventually dying.29 Taking into consideration what has been mentioned earlier, it is clear that the culture of the Roman Empire, besides developing the game principle

alea through various cultural circumstances, also explored new contexts of the game principle mimicry. This principle is, according to R. Caillois, a principle characterised by simulation of a different reality. It involves experiencing several variations of an environment and/or assuming different identities. A game that works with the mimicry principle is thus based on imagination; the players symbolically or literally ‘transform’ their common identity into a different “self” – a different identity. The author considers theatrical entertainment to be one of the oldest games representing the game principle mimicry. Such a complete transformation of identity takes place in the theatre as well – in the Roman Empire, actors portrayed various gods, emperors, common people, but also animals. Theatre, the elliptically shaped buildings made of wood, stone or bricks, often offered the actors various opportunities to represent completely different characters that had nothing in common with their ordinary lives and identities. We have to understand though that theatre differs from a game in its nature; the sense of interactivity that any game is defined by does not take part in theatrical communication. The audience members have no opportunity to step in, to interpret the spectacles and react to them accordingly.

The previous historical overview proves that the Ancient Rome had its own forms of mass entertainment. If we look away from festivals and theatres to see a broader perspective, it is necessary to mention horse racing in Circus Maximus, hunting of wild animals, watching gladiatorial fights that included men versus men or animals, fights between animals, rhetoric or music competitions, services of female companionship available to high-ranking officials. The most popular, however, was gambling (games of dice and “heads or tails”). J. Huizinga says that during the Roman period, playfulness occurred in the area of literature and art as well. For him, rhetoric was the main characteristic element of Roman literature; Roman fine arts and architecture used shallow decorativeness to mask their clumsy structure. Wall decorations often portrayed scenes and images referring to entertaining genres and their spectacles or bear impression of a dull elegance. The occurrence of entertainment in something as serious as art formed the Ancient Roman society’s image of imperfect seriousness. The complex social life of Romans turned into a cultural game, in which the cult rituals were kept as a form that ceased to be sacral. Spiritual stimulation that is typical for art was transformed into ceremonial mysteries. The whole society of the given period of human existence clearly indulged in games. The Romans saturated their never-ending hedonic needs by activities ranging from ‘action’ games based on fighting to stay alive (gladiatorial combat), through role-playing games represented by theatre and actors portraying different characters in difficult life situations, to gambling games based on belief in fortune or fate.

It was not only adults who sought entertainment and amusement in the city of Rome. Games were a significant part of children’s leisure time, too. Their games were not of violent or sexual nature, though. R. Caillois claims that children’s game behaviour has two stages, paidea and ludus, just like the game behaviour of adults. Paidea is, in the author’s understanding, a primary power that is based on the human ability to entertain and improvise. The second stage, ludus, is complementary to the first one and gains its importance at the moment when playfulness no longer relies on pure instincts and becomes organised (when players compete, i.e. fight each other in terms of using physical and/or intellectual skills). As for the essence of children’s games, the game principle alea is dominant here, too. Roman children often played with walnuts (the aim of the game was to hit a hole), did hoop rolling or took part in running competitions. They also tried to hit stones, solve puzzles (“Which hand am I holding the stone in?”), flipped coins and played “maccato digits” (“Guess the number of fingers I will show you for a moment”). It is interesting that it was the children’s games that best fulfilled the essence of games of chance (alea). Victory in all the mentioned games was presumably based on “fortune”. It is necessary to point out that contemporary digital games of this type can also be divided into games for adults (poker, whist, other card games) and children’s games such as ‘the cups and balls’ or dice. It is evident that the Roman Empire laid a solid foundation for later development of games which used the alea principle in various socio-cultural realities as well as in virtual reality.

The above-mentioned gladiatorial fights were one of the most popular forms of mass entertainment in the Ancient Rome. Approximately in the 6th century B.C., when Rome was still governed by Etruscans, the Romans were introduced to Etruscan tradition of gladiators. According to the scholarly literature on the topic, the oldest gladiator light dates back to 264 B.C. Another significant clash of gladiators was organised during the burial feast in the memory of Marcus Aemilius Lepidus – it is presumed that 44 gladiators took part. There were already 50 gladiators in 200 B.C. and 200 gladiators in 183 B.C. The number of victims and duration of the fights drew attention of many curious viewers and a new kind of mass entertainment – gladiatorial combat – was born. At the beginning, it was about a man-to-man fight to the death (a part of religious rituals). The gladiators’ equipment included a long rectangular shield, a one-handed sword, a helmet and protective plates that covered the most vulnerable parts of the fighters’ bodies. Most gladiators were slaves, prisoners of war, criminals, i.e. people sentenced to death or forced labour, and poor people who got paid for fighting in the arenas. Gladiatorial training was very hard. The winner was given a material reward – a palm branch, a wreath or money. The winners could be granted the right to become free citizens without civil rights. Generosity of Roman emperors attending the fights often turned into distribution of food to the city proletariat. Ruins of the amphitheatres prove that they played a prominent role in the city’s life and culture – they were always situated in the centre, in the most populated districts. Spanish bull fights, which still exist and remain highly popular, are an obvious continuation of Roman gladiatorial lights. Besides the game concepts alea and mimicry, the game variant agon, also present in Ancient Roman culture, is a centre of R. Caillois’s attention. The author says that agon is a type of competition that is most often seen in the form of a combat. The opponents enter the fighting ground under the same conditions so the chances of winning are balanced. Those who compete cannot compare their skills and strengths in different disciplines at the same time. It is always just about speed, or endurance, or strength, or memory. The process and, of course, the outcome depend on the players’ initiative.

Gladiatorial lights involved a specific combination of both (presumably opposite) principles. Agon manifested itself when the gladiators, as those directly involved in the clashes, entered the fighting grounds with the aim of winning or rather surviving (the possible victory, i.e. survival was only in ‘their hands’). Gladiators had to use their strength, dexterity and other physical qualities to prevail over their opponents. The principle alea is applied from the viewers’ point of view (having the opportunity to place a bet on one of the gladiators – if their favourite one won, they won too). In some cases, the audience eventually made the final decision whether a defeated fighter got to live or the other ‘hero expressed “pollice verso” refers to a hand gesture used by the Ancient Romans to pass judgment on a defeated gladiator (“thumbs-up” or “thumbs down”).

It is necessary to point out that all game principles proposed by R. Caillois appeared demonstrably during the times of Roman Empire. This period, rich in games, entertainment forms and pleasures, considered games to be a fundamental part of social and religious life. At present, however, these game principles have transformed – in almost identical forms – into virtual reality, namely into dimension of digital games. The author’s aim was to demonstrate some degree of similarity between ancient variations of game principles and contemporary games based on the alea principle that are situated and played in various realities (e.g. coincidence, belief in a positive outcome, etc.). Today’s games in virtual reality can be clearly regarded as the result of media evolution that leads to coexistence, or better said convergence of ‘traditional’ (mass) and digital media forms.

Application of R. Caillois’s Game Principle Alea in the Dimension of Digital Games

The French theorist R. Caillois is the author of typology of game principles. He defines four game principles – agon, alea, mimicry and ilinx/vertigo. Each principle is specific, but there are some features that are shared by all the variants. The game principle alea, to which R. Caillois also attributes individual

---

characteristics, is fundamental for the author of the article. The author uses these characteristics as analyti-cal categories and offers a reflection on alea and its use in present digital games. It is necessary to emphasise that R. Caillios specifies these game principles for everyday (non-virtual) socio-cultural reality; the following analysis aims to prove that they are equally valid for virtual reality.

As has been said above, the games with principle alea are considered to be in sharp contrast to the games based on principle agon. While playing an ‘alea game’, players are not able to influence the outcome of the game. These games are not about defeating an opponent but rather about ‘defeating’ the fate or fortune. Good fortune is ‘the only hope’ the players have. Participation in this kind of games is more passive (in comparison with other game variants), it does not mobilise the players’ ‘reserves’, qualities, physical skills, etc. Risk is a fundamental feature of this game principle – players always put at risk anything they bet during the game. Players are thus ‘seekers’ of pastic and ideal conditions, under which the game occurs. ‘Alea games’ are about balancing risk and possible gain. This principle rejects concepts of work, patience, skills, qualifications; it eliminates professional values, regularity and training. It can be thought of as a complete mockery of any merits. Games of chance depend on every little detail, on the smallest hint that is considered a kind of ‘sign’ or warning, on every peculiarity. Playing an ‘alea game’ means giving up your own will and relying purely on destiny. Gambling games do not tend to bring money to the widest; on the contrary, anyone can win so the (intellectual, physical, etc.) superiority of certain opponents is eliminated. They are, however, close to ‘agon games’, at least in terms of certain aspects – since the outcome of the games that use the agon principle can be bet on (alea). ‘Alea games’ require foresight, imagination, speculation, but also objective and even mathematical methods. Just as other types of games, games of chance are about creating identical conditions for players who are deprived of such fair conditions in real-life matters and situations. A fundamental feature of all games, not only the ‘alea games’, is interactivity. It unveils its true potential within the simulated environment of digital games, e.g. through virtual game characters acting in a certain way. Players directly contribute to the games, not only the ‘alea games’, is interactivity. It unveils its true potential within the simulated environment of digital games, e.g. through virtual game characters acting in a certain way. Players directly contribute to the outcome of the game – the amount and degree of their influence are able to manifest is not important here. Interactivity is omnipresent in games; however, its level and scope vary as players, through the virtual character or environment they control, make individual decisions related to using or not using all available interactive options. 33 The author has decided to analyse two different types of ‘alea games’ – poker and game of dice that can be played collectively, but also individually.

Poker is one of the most classical and oldest world-famous gambling card games. Just as all other ‘tradi-tional’ games of chance, poker has been transformed smoothly into virtual reality – into digital games. At present, we may mention specific commercial games such as Texas Hold’Em Poker, 34 the game taking place directly on social network Facebook, or PokerStars 35 (also an online poker game) and many others. The rules of poker have not changed along with the change of reality the game is played in; at least not significantly. The most noticeable change, however, is frequent elimination of real opponents, for example in Texas Hold’Em Poker. Real persons thus compete against virtual players (avatars created by the game producers). PokerStars, on the other hand, also allows users to play the game virtually, but their opponents and the money they risk are real. Based on this fact, the author divides online gambling card games into two categories virtually-virtual persons versus computers, no real money and virtually-real (real persons against real persons, risking real money in virtual reality). In general, both mentioned types of online poker require no physical competence; the players do not meet ‘face to face’ with their (virtual or real) opponents and have little to no power to influence the chances of victory. Online gambling card games are games of chance (alea) that, at least at the first sight, have nothing to do with games based on agon.

The paradox is that current popularity of digital games involving the alea principle has been built around star personas, i.e. celebrity endorsers such as world-famous athletes (agon) who have played these games for real or pretended doing so for marketing purposes. They are sports celebrities who, thanks to direct participation in ‘alea games’, helped to intensify the apparent growth of media audience of a particular game. For instance, advertising and promotion activities related to PokerStars include various sport celebrity endorsers – highly successful Spanish tennis player Rafael Nadal, once famous Brazilian footballer Ronaldo, former cricket player Shane Warne from Australia, German tennis champion Boris Becker and other easily recognisable sportsmen. 36 While playing online poker, the players really cannot influence their chances of victory, at least not significantly. If they could, all of them would be able to win and the main purpose of this game – uniqueness and the feeling of ‘being luckier than others’ the winner gains – would disappear. Despite the fact that online card games allow us to compete against virtual or real opponents, we actually compete against the fate. The players believe that some kind of ‘good fortune’ influences selection of their cards and cards their opponents play with; they try to ‘win’ the favour of destiny. A certain religious, ritual character of card gambling can be perceived here. Many players, before entering the game, often perform a specific ritual (for example, imagining the cards to be obtained and so on). Some of them also put their faith in endless types of almanacs which they believe will bring them luck.

The hope of achieving victory by luck is not the only consequence of the fact that it is impossible or hardly possible to influence the outcome of ‘alea games’. Even though players follow a set of clearly specified rules, they do not remain entirely passive. They always try to use previous experience in order to ‘interfere’, to (possibly) influence the final result. They use logical thinking, foresight and memory but they may also be physically capable of changing the result. In certain cases they do not only passively wait for the final result of the game. Based on this, they are considered to be ‘semi-active’. Some players are even able to influence the outcome of the game they play and the gain itself by cheating (so-called bluffing, i.e. breaking the rules). In the virtual reality, it is much more difficult to cheat, though (but not impossible). The element of risking also remains unchanged. It is not always required to risk a real sum of money in the online environment. Less experienced as well as cautious players can play poker using virtual (unreal) money. Poker games do not require any minimum level of ‘quality’ from their players; that is why ‘alea games’ are considered to be the most ideal in terms of equal conditions for everyone and preserve a quite high level of fairness. As have been pointed out above, this principle rejects work, patience, qualification, eliminates professional values, regularity, training. The players really do need to have any considerable physical strength, the only requirement is to know the rules of poker. It is a paradoxical game in which a player’s socio-demographic determination (age, gender, level of education and income) brings him/her neither advantages nor disadvantages.

‘Alea games’ are based on details. In the online environment, however, there is again a slight adjust-ment of characteristics of this game principle (as defined by R. Caillios). In a poker game played in real social environment, it is the visual part of the game that is important. Players perceive their opponents’ gestures, words and feelings; even the slightest smile can trigger suspicion. Facial expressions and ways of gesticulation often allow players to ‘read’ their opponents’ tactics (it is possible to predict their future behaviour or find out how far they are from victory). In a poker game played in virtual reality, players do not really see anyone, not even their real opponents; any evaluation of the current status, any prediction of ‘behaviour’ in a specific situation is done only by analysing the cards on the gaming table. This confirms another key feature of ‘alea games’ – players have to foresee, speculate, imagine, but also employ objective and mathematical measures. In this sense online poker is not a ‘typical alea game’ as players do not tend to give up their own will. This fact is also quite obvious in so called mini games that are often integrated into bigger game environments based on other game principle. Let us point out one example – one of the most popular digital role-playing games (the memory principle), the Mass Effect series, includes various mini games that do not need to be played (it is, in fact, every player’s free choice to proceed without playing this addition). One of these mini games, a mini game called Quasar machine (a gaming machine located in virtual casino) allows the players to win or lose credits
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one of the most popular gambling games on social network Facebook – Farkle. This example illustrates how cheating strategies may work in the virtual reality – however, it seems that such kind of cheating is possible only in games where no real money is involved.

The previous arguments indicate that the concept of R. Caillois’s game principle alea has transformed, but only to the necessary extent, in order to adapt to the (impersonal) online environment. Virtual reality has brought several innovations. Firstly, we need to acknowledge an apparent absence of real-life, physically present opponents; there does not have to be a really existing opponent ‘on the other side of the Net’, but it may be only an avatar created by the producers. Even real opponents are relatively anonymous. On the other hand, virtual reality has brought additional risks, too. While playing poker or other gambling game in its traditional, i.e. non-virtual form, players (if they do decide to play with real money, of course) play with real money or risk losing other valuable items. On the other hand, cyberspace also allows us to ‘gamble’ with virtual money so the degree of risk may be zero. This fact poses a possible threat – if a player decides to risk real money (PokerStars and others) and loses, he/she may perceive this loss as less real or even unreal. Even though the virtual reality needs to be distinguished from the ordinary reality, the possible loss of money related to online gambling is very real and could complicate the real life significantly. The degree to which a player can influence the outcome of the game is also disputable. That is why we do not label players as solely passive or strictly active. The analysed type of digital game thus reflects the current trends in game production, but also clearly confirms the timeless character of the game principle alea.

It is once again important to mention that there are digital games that use some aspects of the game principle alea but are not based on it predominantly. These are usually mainstream digital games (as in the example we have used above) that diversify their content by implementation of so called mini games – small, voluntarily played entertaining additions that players can (but do not have to) play in order to advance in the game. We are speaking about digital games that work with various genres and game principles – such as massively popular title The Witcher 3 – The Wild Hunt.42 This role-playing game introduces a proud and tough fighter – the Witcher, i.e. the monster hunter (the mimicry principle). Authenticity of this principle is based on dialogues the main character engages in with other virtual characters that populate the fictional world. Players are able to choose answers and questions and answers and make decisions, which creates a certain feeling of autonomy, a feeling of more apparent, deeper identification with the game avatar – the player controls the main character and most of his actions. Within the story, players are able to assume smaller ‘sub-roles’ such as a boxer, warrior (agon) or a card player (alea; the card mini game is called Gwent, not poker). This means that despite being apparently categorised into the group of role-playing digital games (the mimicry principle), The Witcher also involves elements of agon and alea.43 Other examples of digital games that offer ‘alea fragments’ are Caravan, Fallout: New Vegas, Grand Theft Auto V, Final Fantasy VIII and XI, Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic I and II and many more.

The author has chosen a similar, but at the same time different type of game for the following analysis – game of dice. This type of game is a prominent phenomenon of religious ceremonies, cultural and social events. Games helped fulfill the need for applying predictions, objectivity, speculation, imagination, mathematic competence, possibility to risk, absence of work, patience, qualification, professional values, regularity or training, players’ tendency to pay attention to details, signs, giving up one’s free will and the consequent possibility of achieving victory or losing. When we take into consideration the arguments mentioned above, the author sees a clear correlation between the game principle alea, as defined by R. Caillois, and the present-day digital games of chance and their alternatives. A particularly intriguing fact is that existence of games of chance and other clearly distinguishable game variants can be traced back to the times of the Ancient Rome, i.e. they had existed long before the year 1558 when R. Caillois defined his thorough game typology. All discussed types of ‘alea games’ and their features – online card games, games of dice or mini games implemented in different game environments – only confirm the accuracy and timeliness of R. Caillois’s schemes. The examined games (Texas Hold’Em Poker, PokerStars and Farkle) fulfil, at least to a certain extent, the characteristics of ‘alea games’:

- players’ incapability to influence the outcome (cheating is an exception to this general rule),
- their belief in ‘defeating’ the fate or good fortune,
- passivity of the player – in card games, it is better to use the term “semi-active player”,
- possibility to risk,
- fair and ‘ideal’ (homogenous) conditions,
- absence of work, patience, qualification, professional values, regularity or training,
- players’ tendency to pay attention to details, signs,
- giving up one’s free will and the consequent possibility of achieving victory or losing.

The author therefore considers R. Caillois’s typology of game principles to be, on the one hand, a result of thorough analyses of historical facts and life conditions in the past and, on the other hand, a timeless game scheme that is valid also in terms of the present-day digital games.

Conclusion

Games became an essential part of society’s life hundreds of years ago, in the ancient past. They cannot be limited only to providing children’s entertainment. On the contrary, a game is now perceived as a significant human activity regardless of one’s age; game studies focus mainly on lives of adults and their contacts with game environments. Our ancestors did not understand games to have an aimless function; games were considered to be an important phenomenon of religious ceremonies, cultural and social events. Games helped fulfil
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primary physiological needs but mainly – in scope of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs – the highest-positioned necessity of self-realisation. This need has, in an almost unchanged form, transformed into a completely different reality – the virtual reality. Games have not changed their elementary essence. However, the environment has changed, or rather a new environment for games has been created – the cyberspace, the new existential dimension, the main part of virtual reality.

Within this study, R. Caillios’s categorisation of game principles became the fundamental theoretical outline. We focused our attention on the game principle alea, taking into consideration its wider socio-cultural contexts. We were able to find examples of its occurrence already in the times of Roman Empire. A deeper analysis of the past showed that the presence of the discussed game principle could be traced back to the Etruscan nation and its period of existence, i.e. to the culture which the Romans later continued to shape and transform. Etruscans used the alea principle in religious and forecasting rituals. However, the Roman Kingdom and Roman Republic were not ‘fertile’ periods regarding games and their development in general. It was the culture of the Roman Empire that saw games in terms of their essential socio-cultural functions. Ancient Roman citizens’ relying on fate on the signs of nature or divinity was transformed (to a great degree) into religious rituals and social games. We can observe game elements not only in all religious ceremonies adopted from Etruscans, but also in widely popular Dionysian cults, theatre, children’s games, gladiator clashes and, which is highly significant for this article and its aim, in games of chance too. The alea principle has been transformed smoothly into the present virtual reality. ‘Classical’ card games, games of dice, board games, so called ‘slot machines’ and other games of chance have gone through this transformation without losing their basic principles and rules; however, this metamorphosis has brought many new contexts and circumstances that need to be discussed.

Each virtual version of these games is still based on a certain ‘belief’ – either in fate, fortune or other spiritual entity. The risk remains essential here; although we have to point out that money or other assets put at risk are not necessarily real. These games tend to be simple and easy to play; they occur under the fairest spiritual entity. The risk remains essential here; although we have to point out that money or other assets put at risk are not necessarily real. These games tend to be simple and easy to play; they occur under the fairest spirit of the examined games, whose existence dates back to the times of the Ancient Roman Empire, i.e. to the culture which the Romans later continued to shape and transform. Etruscans used the alea principle in religious and forecasting rituals. However, the Roman Kingdom and Roman Republic were not ‘fertile’ periods regarding games and their development in general. It was the culture of the Roman Empire that saw games in terms of their essential socio-cultural functions. Ancient Roman citizens’ relying on fate on the signs of nature or divinity was transformed (to a great degree) into religious rituals and social games. We can observe game elements not only in all religious ceremonies adopted from Etruscans, but also in widely popular Dionysian cults, theatre, children’s games, gladiator clashes and, which is highly significant for this article and its aim, in games of chance too. The alea principle has been transformed smoothly into the present virtual reality. ‘Classical’ card games, games of dice, board games, so called ‘slot machines’ and other games of chance have gone through this transformation without losing their basic principles and rules; however, this metamorphosis has brought many new contexts and circumstances that need to be discussed.

The theoretical reflection used to define the fundamental terms – game, game principle alea and virtual reality – was based on knowledge offered by R. Caillios (and his groundbreaking publication Man, Play, and Games), J. Huizinga, S. Gálik, D. Prokop, P. Frischauer, M. Eliadeh, P. Lévy, P. Virilio and other cited authors. Considering the discussed theoretical framework and the current practical application of the game principle alea within the dimension of digital games, the author came to a conclusion that there is a clear connection between the games of chance occurring during the times of the Roman Empire (i.e. the original meaning and definition of the game principle alea) and the present-day virtual gambling games. The article placed emphasis on the strong status of games and rejected their ‘reduced’ labelling as unrefined, simple entertainment. The ‘seriousness’ of the examined games, whose existence dates back to the times of the Ancient Roman Empire, is thus associated with various aspects of the virtual games of chance – these cannot be labelled as ‘careless’ or ‘irresponsible’, despite their ‘gambling’ character. It is not only validity of R. Caillios’s game typology (the other three game principles are widely used, too) in the context of digital games dimension that needs to be reconsidered and continually revised through a deeper discourse; as the author believes, it is also necessary to use knowledge on the past to better understand the contemporary meaning of game variants in terms of the cyberspace.